Let be a commutative ring with identity and is a left unitary -module. A proper submodule of is called a quasi-prime submodule, if whenever , where , implies that either or ". As a generalization of a quasi-prime submodules, in this paper we introduce the concept of approximaitly quasi-prime submodules, where a proper submodule of is an approximaitly quasi-prime submodule, if whenever , where , implies that either or , where is the intersection of all essential submodules of . Many basic properties, characterization and examples of this concept are given. Furthermore, we study the behavior of approximaitly quasi-prime submodules under -homomorphisms. Finally, we introduced characterizations of approximaitly quasi-prime submodule in class of multiplication modules.
Introduction
A quasi-prime submodule was introduced and studied in 1999 by [1] as a generalization of a prime submodule, where a proper submodule of anmodule is called a prime, if whenever , where , implies that either or where [3] , Recently several generalizations of quasi-prime submodules were introduced such as "Weakly quasiprime, Nearly quasi-prime, WE-quasi-prime, Weakly quasi 2-absorbing, Nearly quasi 2-absorbing, and Pseudo quasi 2-absorbing submodules see [14, 12, 6, 7, 8, 9] ". In this paper, we give another generalization of a quasi-prime submodule, where a proper submodule of is an approximaitly quasiprime submodule, if whenever , where , implies that either or . The concept of approximaitly quasi-prime submodule is also, generalization of the concept of approximaitly prime submodules which appear in [10] , also generalization of prime submodules. Recall that an -module is multiplication if every submodule of is of the form for some ideal of , in particular [4] . Let and be a submodule of a multiplication -module with and for some ideals and of , then that is . In particular . Also for any , we define 〈 〉 [15] .
Basic properties of Approximaitly Quasi-Prime Submodules
In this part of the paper we introduce the definition of approximaitly quasi-prime submodule, and give some basic properties, examples and characterizations of this concept.
Definition 2.1 A proper submodule of is said
to be an approximaitly quasi-prime submodule(for short app-quasi-prime), if whenever , where , implies that either or . An ideal of a ring is an app-quasi-prime ideal of if and only if is an appquasi-prime submodule of an -module .
Remark 2.2
It is clear that every quasi-prime submodule is an app-quasi-prime, but the convers is not true in general, the following example explain that: 
Proposition 2.10
Let be an -module, and be a proper submodule of such that is an app-quasiprime submodule of . Then for all , .
Proof Let , where , , implies that . But is an app-quasi-prime submodule of , then either or , it follows that either or . Hence . Thus .
Remark 2.11
Let be an -module, and is an app-quasi-prime submodule of , it is not necessary that is an app-quasi-prime ideal of . For example in a -module , 〈 ̅ 〉 is an app-quasiprime submodule, but 〈 ̅ 〉 is not appquasi-prime ideal of -module . Since , but . is an app-quasi-prime submodule of , with and is a semi simple if and only if is an app-quasi-prime submodule of .
2)
is an app-quasi-prime submodule of with and is a semi simple if and only if is an app-quasi-prime submodule of .
, then and . But is an app-quasi-prime submodule of , and , then either or . Now since is a semi simple, then by [2, p221] . is an app-quasi-prime submodule of .
Proposition 2.38
Let be a faithful finitely generated multiplication -module, and be a proper submodule of with . then the following statements are equivalent. 1) is an app-quasi-prime submodule of .
2)
is an app-quasi-prime ideal of .
3)
for some app-quasi-prime ideal of .
Proof (1) ⇒ (2) Follows by Proposition 2.12
(2) ⇒ (1) Follows by Proposition 2.15
(2) ⇒ (3) Since is an app-quasi-prime ideal of , and , it is follows that and an app-quasi-prime ideal of .
(3) ⇒ (2) Suppose that for some app-quasiprime ideal of . But is a multiplication we have . Thus since is faithful finitely generated multiplication, then by Lemma 2.17 we have , it follows that is an appquasi-prime ideal of .
